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Manik: Opposite Gallery Cafe 
 

 

       

   

 Phuket Hashers 97, Virgins 0, Visitors 7, Visiting Hashers 2 

 
The Pre-Run 

This week’s Laager site was again quite a narrow affair and with a nice view of a very steep rock strewn  

track which was clearly the out trail of the run.  

 

The Run and Hares 

Hare this week was a solitary Not Long Enough who promised a ball breaker for the run (even for the 

ladies if they had some).  Cock Taste Good  was awarded the important role of Hash Horn  for talking 

whilst GM  was deliberating.  NLE explained that the walk and the run followed quite separate routes on 

blue and multi-colour paper respectively with a coming together for the last few hundred metres where 

everybody would be on multi-colour. Based on the details promised for the run I decided I would be a wimp 

and opted for the walk. 

The following is a description kindly provided by Fungus who did have the balls to go on the run: 

 

‘Not Long Enough made it abundantly clear before going out that ALL walkers 
should not even consider doing the run because it was a ball buster with some 
highly technical areas involving things like climbing quarry high-walls with loose 
rock that pulled out of even looser sand and some horizontal work where slippage 
on the canted trail meant a fall into thorns and vines and a lot of work getting back 
up again.  Thoughtfully spaced out over the run were several boulder-filled ravines 
with vines and drop-offs for us to work climbing up and climbing down.  Much like 
on a Tinman today's runners got a great water traverse along a jungle-choked 
stream crossing a large upland sump at the top of the climb and just below the 
ridge trail and the return loop.  No one gets to see this stuff because no one in their 
right mind would go there, which is why NLE did it.  Once you know you're going to 
get Hash Shit the rules drop away.  Really, it was great. 

The down looping started with a clever triple-falsie at the top that allowed most runners to bunch up for the 
glide down.  One long steep up and one much longer, more gentle down.  Well done NLE, even Fungus was 
inspired. 
The runners loved it but those foolish walkers who either not believing the Hare or not able to follow simple 
instructions were lucky even to get back.  Ice Arse, NLE and several others ventured up the out and in trails 
to find them, eventually leading them back well after dark’. 
 

The walk was a fairly sedate affair which was slowed down somewhat trying to find the blue paper in the 

buffalo field. Once found we were soon on our way through some viney, bushy areas and along dried river 

beds.  There was the odd shout to be aware of flash floods but none were forthcoming (might have been a 

different matter a couple of days later). It was in these areas that I was surprised at the aggressiveness of 

some of walkers wanting to barge through where it was clearly only enough room for single file traffic. 

However once we got onto open ground and some ascents we soon put all this silliness behind us.  Paper 



was a bit vague in some areas especially where it was in the sun and had turned white. We then joined the 

multi-colour and had a final pleasant walk in the jungle back to the Laager. This was not enough for some of 

the walkers!! 

 

The Circle 

GM started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanked them for their 

efforts.  This would be the first of many for NLE and he was put on the ice for his troubles.  

 

Lucky Lek  came in to do Annoumen duties but none were forthcoming.  Eventually Su Su Nonna  was 

forced in to reiterate details of the 1900th run on Coconut Island – details are on the web site. 

 

Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to list the Virgins but there were none to be had this week.  

 

Visiting Hashers  – Two visiting Hashers – Not Yet and Two Snakes Fucking – both from Angeles City, 

Philippines 

 

Hash Shirts   -      Ejackulator - 600 runs 

    

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward spot went to Fungus basically because he couldn’t persuade 

anybody else although he did give Key Hole a scare. Lots of people called in to receive personalized jokes 

about them including  Key Hole, Oy Pussylicker, Jaws, 

Invisible Man, JC, Repressed One, Trainspotter, Cock 

Taste Good etc. Some old and some new jokes. 

One was about how many people had been hurt on a run 

when Fungus was a Hare  - basically everybody was 

invited in the circle for a drink. 

We also now know that Trainspotter is not a great lover 

of squirrels and that Cock Taste Good has a fetish for 

female ears. 

Great Steward spot from Fungus  –   well received by 

everybody. 

Well done Fungus!! 

 

 

Hash Naming  -  Soren  and Tina will in future be known as Sodomite  and Spreads Easily.  They had 

already got their names from the Kamal Koma. 

 

Run Offences etc 

Run offences this week covered such aspects as suspect paper, low expectations, misleading and/or not 

following the correct trail, being idiots, can’t follow instructions, relying on others, dog killing, castrating 

anything that moves, ruining runners rhythm, Hash MP, hands lost in dark places, racing on the hash from 

unexpected quarters, no paper, no signs, etc. etc.. 

Promoters were Wilma, Fungus, Swollen Colon, Top Off, Su Su Nonna, Piss Drinker, Ice Arse, Jesica, 

Jungle Balls, Campari, Mannekin  Pis, Invisible Man, Fungus, Jaws,  

Offensive ones were Jaws, King Klong, Mannekin Pis, Top Off, Not Long Enough, Ice Arse, Thai 

Connection, Wilma, Gobby, Flying Dickhead, Forgotten Number, GM, Substandard, Marcus, Piss 

Drinker, JC, Woodpecker, Ejackulator, Swollen Colon, Soi Dog, Jessica etc. etc. 

 



Manekin Pis led the proceedings for the Hashit which were somewhat delayed since the Hashit seemed to 

have disappeared – the Hare was suspected in this dastardly act.  Events proceeded with a virtual Hashit 

whatever that might bewas. However Hare NLE  wanted events closed as quickly as possible so that he 

could lead the search party to go and find all the missing walkers.  MP led the vote for Good Run/Hashit  to 

which here was a virtually unanimous call for Hashit, Hashit etc.  

 

GM then declared the circle closed. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

